Does surprise enhancement or repetition suppression explain visual mismatch negativity?
A long tradition of electrophysiological studies, using oddball sequences, showed that the neural responses to a given stimulus differ when their presentation occurs frequently (standards) as compared to rare, infrequent presentations (deviants). This difference, originally described in acoustic perception, can also be detected in the visual modality and is termed as visual mismatch negativity (vMMN). Also, a large number of studies detected the reduction of the neuronal response after the repetition of a given stimulus (repetition suppression - RS) and it was suggested that RS is the major mechanism of MMN, an explanation currently also supported by animal studies. However, human studies have proposed that a surprise-related response enhancement for the deviant stimuli might also underlie vMMN. Therefore, the aim of the current study was to disentangle which neural mechanism explains vMMN better: the surprise related response enhancement for the presentation of rare deviants or the RS related to the frequent presentation of the standards. Since the MMN depends strongly on the applied categories, we tested the neural mechanisms of vMMN for different stimulus categories (faces, chairs, real and false characters) using a visual oddball paradigm. We found significant vMMN for every stimulus category. Interestingly, the neural mechanisms behind vMMN were found to be category dependent (assuming no cross-adaptation effects): for faces and chairs it was largely driven by RS, whereas for real and false characters it was mainly due to surprise-related changes.